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Abstract. In the context of research the evaluation of adult education is analyzed as a process and outcome, emphasizing the evaluation of performance; goals are related to the assurance of quality and sustainability according to learners' needs; competence indicators are methodology, motivation, communication and management; evaluation involves self-evaluation, external evaluation and consolidation.

The goal of the article is to analyze the experience of adult educators in the field of evaluation. Methods - analysis of literature and interviews with Latvia’s education policy makers and implementers in AQUAD environment.

The authors of the article offer the model for evaluation of competence of adult educators’ assessors and analyze the real situation of adult educators’ evaluation in Latvia.
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Introduction

In European education space in the context of adult education the issue of the evaluation of the quality of education services has become increasingly topical, as well as evaluators of adult educators are regarded as an important evaluation resource. Although within the framework of different projects (VALNET, 2013) implemented in Latvia the best solutions for the evaluation of adult education have been searched for and the tools for evaluation of adult educators’ competences have been developed (CAPIVAL, 2012), there is still no united evaluation system.

The project „Evaluation for the Professional Development of Adult Education Staff” (EDUEVAL), involving researchers and volunteers from Italy, Spain, Greece, Poland, and Latvia, focuses on adult educators’ evaluation, which is viewed as an important educational system, as well as the part of the training process, which ensures a sustainable quality of education.

Theoretical background

The topical issue in the context of the study is the understanding of the quality of education as the transformation. Basing on this approach, the quality of adult education is defined as a set of characteristics and properties, which characterizes education as a process and education as an outcome of continuous
improvement that comply with the changing requirements and needs of individuals and all other interested parties (Fernāte, 2014: 12). The need is an essential tool for achieving success; it is the basis for motivation (Deci & Ryan, 2008; Zepeda, 2011).

There can be observed differences in the understanding and evaluation of the quality of adult education of Latvia among the persons involved in the educational process and employers (educators and learners): educators and learners relate educational awareness, as well as the evaluation, to individual interests, needs and abilities, while employers emphasize compliance with the needs of labour market and socio-economic development of the country (Fernāte, 2014).

In today’s context in the adult education and educators’ evaluation system there should be viewed both visions. In pedagogical aspect the evaluation is a person’s targeted activity, which reveals personal, intellectual and social development (Ксензова, 2001). Basing on the acknowledgment that one of the key indicators of education quality, alongside the quality of learners (learning motivation, certain abilities and skills) and education as a process of quality, is the quality of the educator (Paņina, 2007), there raises the issue on how and what should be evaluated in order to have an objective adult educators’ evaluation and to contribute to the improvement of quality in the long run. Searching for answers, there have been implemented several significant projects in Europe over the last decade.

Within the framework of the project „AGADE - A Good Adult Educator in Europe” (2006) there was developed a minimum of criteria and competencies for adult educators. There was put an emphasis on personal development/ethical dimension and professional development dimension, which were divided into three stages: organization (knowledge), performance (skills), evaluation (organization) (Carlsen & Irons, 2003; Jääger & Irons, 2006). In the following years within the framework of the project „Qualified to Teach” (2009) there was developed international qualification system for promoters of adult education in adult initial training and continuing education in Europe, structuring qualification descriptions in 3 domain areas, where pedagogical triangle as an analytical category reflects 3 key pedagogical elements that must be combined in pedagogical activities:

- content and didactics (basic competencies connected with the goal);
- personal development and professional identity (basic competencies related to the promotion of learning);
- learners’ support (basic competencies related to the learner).

There have been developed (Research voor Belied, 2010) indicators for self evaluation of adult educator’s basic competencies (see. Figure 1).
The components of adult educators’ competence model elaborated by L. Garrido, G. Levi, A. Medina and E. Méndez (Garrido, Levi, Medina & Méndez, 2014) are institutional affiliation, innovation, research, evaluation, motivation, planning, professional identity, media integration, methodology, communication, tutoring and intercultural communication. It is emphasized that adult educators’ competence is an important factor in evaluating the quality of adult education (EAEA, 2006).

In order to assess the competence-based learning environment, testing methods are based on the model created by M. Jaspers and I. Heijmen-Versteegen (Jaspers & Heijmen-Versteegen, 2004) that is based on the testing functions (monitoring and evaluation, the role of feedback) and focuses on testing (process and results). In order to provide supervisory functions when developing digital portfolio it is recommended to use coaching, personal development and action plan, reflexive report, the test on progress, learning style, personality and practice, while for the provision of evaluation functions.
there is used the feedback, evaluating discussion, using criteria based interview method, an essay, a knowledge test, case studies, simulations, qualification test, presentations, the final project / thesis. Self-evaluation, peer evaluation and joint evaluation are the basis for monitoring testing methods that are oriented to both the process and the result.

There are three main phases in the adult educators’ evaluation process:

- **self-evaluation** (consists of „reflectivity” biography, learning process/learning outcome competences);
- **external evaluation** (monitoring and evaluation with the help of the checklist of the observation of basic competences);
- **consolidation** (portfolio of consolidated outcomes) (Lupou, 2010; Vinepac, 2008a, 2008b).

Evaluation criteria is an essential condition for qualitative self-evaluation (Santos & Pinto, 2014), which, in authors’ opinion, is one of the main forms of adult education evaluation. Quantitative or criterial evaluation is determination of quality using criteria; its alternative is the determination of quality through subjective experience, using a description, analysing success/merits and shortcomings/failures (Stake, 2004).

A process and a result are important components of adult educators’ evaluation (Jaspers & Schade, 2002). Under the influence of modern pedagogical paradigms the focus is put on the process-oriented evaluation. It helps to see the relationship between causes and consequences, evidence that supports the results or impact of the supportive intervention (Nagao, 2003; Jaspers, 2003; Jääger & Irons, 2006), provides a more active participation of the interested parties in the evaluation, decision-making and implementation process (Smith, 2005), as well as ensures sustainability (Hashimoto, Pillay & Hudson, 2011).

Process oriented evaluation is related to the assessment of the performance, which is defined as the assessment of integrated action and behaviour in the definite situation, which is relevant to the profession (Van Brakel & Heijmen-Versteegen, 2003). In order to assess the competencies that are specific to the profession or have a key role there is used a testing method. Standardized observation is also used in evaluation process. It is done by qualified assessors who are specially trained to observe, record and evaluate. This will guarantee possibly the highest reliability. It is a problem in Latvia because of regulatory documents, which do not clearly define competences of adult educators’ evaluators. Assessors are specially trained for successful implementation of the evaluation process, but the relevance and quality of the process is still a controversial issue.
Research methodology

In order to find out how the persons involved in the process understand adult educators’ evaluation, the project volunteers in Latvia, using structured interviews, carried out interviews with 5 adult education policy-makers and 11 adult education policy implementers. Basing on the theoretical statement there was developed a code system, which consists of respondents’ codes and content (conceptual) codes (see Table 1.). Structured interviews were coded according to the code system and the obtained data was processed in the program AQUAD 6, forming frequency tables for determining the frequency of codes and regularities of conditions. To determine the relationship between the groups of respondents there was used Chi-Square test, but to determine correlation there was applied Kendall's tau-b correlation analysis.

Table 1. Code structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile codes</th>
<th>Content (conceptual) codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meta-codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• adult education policy makers</td>
<td>• understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• adult education policy</td>
<td>• process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementers</td>
<td>• result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• adult education policy</td>
<td>• process result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>implementers</td>
<td>• goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• goal</td>
<td>• quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• evaluation</td>
<td>• sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• evaluation</td>
<td>• needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• self-evaluation</td>
<td>• consolidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• consolidation</td>
<td>• methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• methodology</td>
<td>• communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• communication</td>
<td>• management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• motivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Results and Discussion

Most of the adult education policy-makers (4) and education policy implementers (10) believe that external evaluation is a dominant component in adult educators’ evaluation process, which is carried out by the administration, colleagues and learners within the institution, but at the national level it is done by educational program licensing and accreditation commission in accordance with the criteria developed and approved by education policy implementers. Only one adult education policy maker and one adult education policy implementer mentioned consolidation of self-evaluation and external evaluation. Adult education policy-makers pointed out the compliance of adult educators’ evaluation quality control and situation monitoring with both national and international standards, as well as its continuity, emphasizing that it is an
integral part of everyday life in Latvia. In structured interviews adult educators suggested that learners, who understand and are aware of their needs, are the best evaluators, indicating that the assessment is the measurement of the added value obtained by students.

By analyzing the positive experience of evaluation, respondents emphasized the need for objectivity provided by the diversity of methods, the use of criteria, balance of the types of assessment, orientation to the process, performance assessment and positive experience, dynamics of growth, cooperation between all parties involved in the evaluation process providing professional growth and emotional well-being:

Multivariate assessment, where is the balance between self-evaluation and the evaluation of administration and colleagues; where have been developed specific criteria, such as portfolio, where the applicant has the opportunity to practically demonstrate his achievements, examples of good practice and positive experience.

Dynamics is taken into account - personal growth and each person’s contribution in the growth in collaboration with the teacher, as well as his attitude; not only the result but also the process is evaluated - how productive it was.

Most often, it is the learner's satisfaction with the benefits gained from the educational process and practical application in the situations of life and work.

Evaluating people by performed activities and viewing their professional and personal qualities of cooperation.

It is also important to evaluate the teacher's growth. Not only to document the current situation, but to compare it with the previous one.

When the participants and the teacher feel pleased with the accomplished work and know what else could be done better and apply the acquired knowledge in their work.

Respondents expressed the idea that in adult educators’ evaluation the focus should be put on self-evaluation, where the person, who is assessed, is the most professional and best evaluator, because only he and not anyone else can evaluate appropriately all aspects, contexts and situations.

By contrast, respondents consider that a negative evaluation of adult educators is:

- formal, subjective, biased, uniform (only documentation is evaluated, knowledge rather than its practical application is tested; it does not give a positive solution to the identified problem);
- there are no specific criteria, it is done by the administration and functionaries (by the people, who are not familiar with the context and situation)
- when adult educators are evaluated through the process and the result, they feel emotional discomfort (there are errors in
communication or there are violated ethical principles; blaming or admonishment appears in evaluation);

- growth and dynamics are not taken into account (when the obtained evaluation is not compared with the situation that the recipient had before – whether he has developed his skills, or has remained unchangeable).

Most of the adult education policy-makers (3) and education policy implementers (8) consider adult educators’ evaluation as the result concerning the evaluation of knowledge, skills and competences and in determining adult educators’ quality and they believe that (2 adult education policy-makers and 6 adult education policy implementers) the goal of adult educators’ assessment is sustainability. Adult education policy-makers mentioned quality as one of the main goals of adult educators’ evaluation (2).

The analysis of interviews points to the need to prepare evaluators of adult educators for evaluation process so that it would not be formal, but the evaluator would be able to go into the real situation, to assess not only the quality of the definite moment, but to view its dynamics, carrying out a comparative analysis of previous results and prospects for development. Respondents’ answers demonstrate the same conclusion with the emphasis on sustainability as the goal of adult educators’ evaluation: further cooperation, students wish to return, image of the institution, long term application of acquired knowledge and skills, improvement of the process, gathering information, like it is currently being implemented and on its base carrying out improvement, development or creation of something new.

Respondents, who associate the goal of adult educators’ evaluation with learners' needs, are of the opinion that the most important is the service recipients’ point of view, satisfying participants’ demand (whether and to what extent they are satisfied with the benefits of a learning process and to what extent it is necessary for their professional development), which, in their opinion, makes the service providers change so that they would be required; offer should be topical, qualitative and available to the recipient.

Chi-Square test results show that there is a statistically significant relationship between the evaluation of respondents’ status and aspects of adult educators’ competence ($\chi^2 = 9.270; p <0.05$): the respondents’ status influence the understanding of competence.

Education policy-makers consider that when evaluating adult educators’ competence the focus is put on management (3) and communications (2). However, the majority of adult education policy makers (5) believe that in the assessment of adult educators’ competence the emphasis is put on methodology. 3 adult educators responded that the criterion for adult educators’ competence is management, 2 – motivation, but 1 person mentioned communication as a criterion for adult educators’ competence.
Management evaluation highlights:

- professional aspect (*it is important to have the ability to perform the tasks necessary for professional work; or those who teach others, have increasingly high results*);
- aspect of human resources (*the ability to work with the audience, activities and participants’ responsiveness and participation in workshops, finding balance, when all students feel equally involved in the process*);
- environmental aspects (*availability of education to society*).

In assessment methodologies there have been identified indicators such as:

- integrative approach (*lesson structure, content, teaching methods, unified content, themes complement each other*), emphasizing the principle of the unity of form and content;
- compliance (*ability to use appropriate methods for adult education, a balanced proportion of theory and practice*);
- innovations (*essential topicality of the course program theme, technical equipment appropriate to the requirements of contemporary requirements and the ability to use it; applied creative solutions*).

In the communication there is emphasized the ability to interact and „unleash” the audience, teamwork, organizing exciting teaching and learning process, flexibility, adapting to different situations, as well as attitude towards colleagues.

Respondents’ most often mentioned answer was an external motivation, where the most important is recipient's point of view and the ability to use acquired skills and competences. In the result of the analysis of research data when processing qualitative data in the program AQUAD environment there were identified the evaluation implicants– evaluation is affected by its purpose and understanding (2 cases).

There were found the implicants of consolidation of self-evaluation and external evaluation that is influenced by the evaluation goals, such as quality and needs, understanding of the evaluation as the process and as the result, as well as indicators of adult educators’ competences such as management and communication (3 cases).

The evaluation process has also been considered as the understanding of the implicants of the process and the result – they are influenced by the consolidation of self-evaluation and external evaluation, the goals of evaluation like quality and needs, as well as indicators of adult educators’ competence like management and communication (3 cases).

The results of Kendall's tau-b correlation analysis show that there is a medium positive correlation between the needs as the evaluation goal and motivation as the indicator of adult educators’ competence (*p = 0.022; r = 0.59*) - adult educators' needs affect motivation.
Still a topical issue is connected with appropriate evaluation methods. Respondents' point of view is that the most commonly used methods for assessing the competence of adult educators are observations and interviews (see Figure 3). Observations were mentioned by all education policy-makers (100%) and 82% of education policy implementers, but discussions were mentioned by 80% of adult education policy-makers and 73% of adult education policy implementers. Adult education policy implementers are of the opinion that tests (64%) and other methods (55%) are frequently used in adult educators’ assessment.

The results of Kendall's tau-b correlation analysis show that there is a high positive correlation between the evaluation methods of adult educators' competence such as exams and tests (p = 0.003; r = 0.78), as well as exams and essays (p = 0.004; r = 0.74) – adult educators more frequently use tests and essays in exams.

The results of Kendall's tau-b correlation analysis show that there is a medium positive correlation between external evaluation and discussion (p = 0.011; r = 0.65) as well as external evaluation and methodology as the indicator of competence - external evaluation in negotiations more often is evaluated as the methodology.

The results of adult educators’ assessment are used, firstly, in the context of personality – improvement and increase of working quality, as well as for adult educators' motivation and growth; secondly, in micro (educational institutions) context - the identification of the actual situation, growth of the institution, based on the learners' needs, development of the strategy.

Problems identified in the adult educators’ evaluation:
• lack of information (although there is a very broad offer for assessment procedures, it is hard to find what is necessary, effective and gives benefits);
• lack of evaluation system and criteria (a lack of a clear assessment concept; it would be good if there were some kind of holistic approach or a single model to eliminate or reduce subjectivity and to have adequate assessment and to have clear criteria or parameters) and the lack of methodology (it must be learned how to assess);
• contradictions between educational standards and recipients’ wishes, needs and requirements (provision of feedback, searches for correlation between learners' preferences and professional aptitude, where standards of education are high, but the recipients of the service have sometimes a desire to lower standards);
• communication problems (it is necessary to improve personal attitude to seek solutions to new situations, which will never come to an end. These are the signs of the processes of life and tolerance during the evaluation);
• formal approach (questionnaires are given to a small group, and they are not anonymous and out of respect of some teachers they are filled out formally).

Figure 3. Model for evaluation of competence of adult educators’ assessors
Basing on the theoretical statements and results of empirical research, the authors offer the model for evaluation of competence of adult educators’ assessors, which could be the basis for the evaluation of competence of adult educators’ assessors (see Figure 2), and which analyzes the assessment as a process and a result, emphasizing the assessment of performance; goals are related to the provision of quality and sustainability according to learners' needs; competence indicators is methodology, motivation, communication and management; evaluation includes consolidation of self-evaluation and external evaluation. Basing on the analysed literature and the proposed model, the authors define the competence of assessors of adult educators as a meta-competence, where general and professional competences closely synergize with the evaluator's personal qualities and objectivity and focus on the evaluation of educator's actions and behaviour in the definite educational context, as well as facilitate sustainable improvement of the existing process (activities).

The authors are of the opinion that it is necessary to carry out further studies to understand in-depth the situation of adult education in Latvia. The research would be the basis for the development of the regulatory base and there would be specified competence of assessors of adult educators and organized their training.

**Conclusions**

1. Evaluation of competence of adult educators’ assessors is the process and the result, where it is important to assess performance, goals related to the assurance of quality and sustainability according to learners' needs, as well as competence indicators: methodology, management, communication and motivation. Evaluation involves consolidation of self-evaluation and external evaluation.

2. Competence of adult educators’ assessors is meta-competence, where general and professional competences closely synergize with the evaluator's personal qualities and objectivity and focus on the evaluation of educator's actions and behaviour in the definite educational context, as well as facilitate sustainable improvement of the existing process (activities).

3. In Latvia it is necessary to improve the regulatory documents, defining the competences of adult educators and their assessors. On this basis, it is necessary to develop an evaluation system and to elaborate evaluation criteria corresponding to the education sector.

4. The compliance of evaluation criteria with the field of education and training of assessors of adult educators could provide objective and qualitative evaluation, contributing to the increase in quality of adult education.
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